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Please help with your participation
Send in your best underwater photos

White Sea Bass Everywhere

Is this what you are looking for??????
Local water is already warming; the upcoming WSB season looks very promising

Is this the image you dream about when you’re hunting WSB????

I can’t miss from this range!!!!!!
Photo by; Skip Hellen

**** E-Send PHOTOS and STORIES to ****
skiphellen@earthlink.net
Photos are needed, underwater action photos of our favorite game fish and
unusual specimens are best. It takes tremendous hunting skill to properly
photograph our marine neighbors. A photo can last a lifetime for all to enjoy.
Please send some photos and stories to the address below.

Web Links of the month
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/homex.php
The above new web site is the new home of Underwaterhunters.com and all my
products. Any questions regarding products or sales should be directed to my
personal address at skiphellen@earthlink.net for the time being.
The site is still under heavy construction but steady progress is being made. I hope
you enjoy the site and look forward to your constructive input.

Disclaimer
This report is issued to help enhance the local underwater hunters experience and make your
water time more productive. I don’t publish this report to infringe on anyone’s privacy or
compromise favorite hunting spots. I attempt to disseminate fairly general information, which I
hope will help make your ocean experience more enjoyable.

OC Hunters Meeting
Dana Pt. 7:30 PM
Web site; http://www.ochunter.com/spearfishing/meeting.htm
I encourage you to attend the next OC Hunters meeting if you can. OC Hunters is dedicated to
sharing valuable information with members. OCH has some of the most experienced
underwater hunters in the world as guest speakers at the monthly meetings. For the meeting date
and directions left click under Club Meetings on the OC Hunters web site home page above.
OC Hunters web site has a new look; thanks to Steve Schur and all his hard work the web site
has a new look. I look forward to seeing you at the next meeting.

Catches of the Month

Congratulations!! Brandon Wahlers has done it again

39.5 LBS
Brandon continues to do the impossible by landing this incredible Halibut and the second of the
three required Redding fish. Brandon is well on his way to getting the coveted life time
achievement Redding award this year.

Brandon was nice enough to share the details of his Halibut catch with the following story. The
location was left out to protect the super secret nature of this area.
I went out to shoot some calicos, since the WSB aren’t in yet. I got in with a friend Ryan,
affectionately nicknamed (FishtillUdrown). The conditions looked horrible as we peered
offshore to decide whether to dive or go home. Even though it was windy, choppy, and
dirty, we decided to go diving anyway. Surprisingly the visibility was great (up to 30ft),
despite the surf and chop.
We hit some offshore pinnacles and I shot 3 decent calicos, up to 7 lbs. As we hit the
corner pinnacle I turned inshore a little, to look for some more calicos. I was cruising mid
water about 15-20ft, and I passed over a sand patch. Below me I saw something get up and
start slowly swimming away. I thought it must be a guitar fish or angel shark, but I
dropped towards it, and realized it was a giant Halibut. I got a few feet closer and,
smacked it right in the spine, stoning it.
I swam in, took the fish to a local fish market that had a certified scale. 39.5 LBS!!!
WOHOOOOOO!!!
Congratulations again Brandon for this wonderful catch and story. It looks like the big halibut
are in, go get one.

Mel’s 1st Tuna

Congratulations
Dreams do come true when Mel landed this 50 lb. class Yellowfin tuna
recently on a big game hunting trip to Mexico.

MONSTER SQUUID APEAR OFF CALIFORNIAS
COAST THIS WINTER

How would you like to run into these characters next time you
go hunting (Squid that is)??????
Is this bait or what? Squid like the above are appearing along the California coast this year. I
personally don’t like swimming with these critters. They are aggressive, unpredictable and
dangerous. They hunt in packs and have been known to attack humans.

Report
WATER TEMPERATURES HAVE WARMED,
MONSTER SQUID HAVE ARRIVED AND IT LOOKS
LIKE WE MAY HAVE A EARLY START TO OUR
SPRING WSB RUN THIS YEAR
Welcome to the first Underwater Hunters Report of year 2005. The local waters have
started to warm early this year. Many of our favorite hunting spots are 59-60 degrees and rising.
Giant 20-50 lb. squid have invaded our local waters and it’s hard to know who is eating who
with monster 20-50 lb. squid around this year.
We have had lots of rain thus far this year, however in between the rain storms lots of fish have
been reported showing yearly this year. It’s time for the big WSB to start showing up along the
inshore habitat. The only fly in the ointment is these storms that may have cooled the water as
well as busting up the shoreline and the visibility at most of our favorite hunting spots.
Reports of early Yellowtail off Ensenada, Coronado and San Clemente Islands but they are
catching them deep with yo-yo jigs. A few monster, mossback YT have been taken off La Jolla
again this year with the largest being a huge 50+ lb. by a Kayak fisherman. I personally think
these extra large YT taken most every year off La Jolla are home guard YT and don’t migrate
with the majority of the other YT schools.
There are some reports of small WSB showing at La Jolla and Catalina but no landings by spear
fishermen yet.
Frankly I think the big ones may already be here but the terrible local water conditions has
prevented us from effectively hunting our favorite spots thus far. With all the strong indicators
pointing in the right direction It’s just a matter of time before a big WSB hits the decks. Perhaps
they are just waiting for us in that filthy water.

Area/Water Temperature Report
Local Coast, San Diego to Pt Conception;
Water visibility has been poor to fair depending on the location with the temperature generally
running around 56-59 degrees. The larger WSB which usually show up first have not been in
the reports yet. There have been some smaller WSB reported taken between storms. There are
still lots of Lobsters.

Southern Coast water temperature

Northern Coast water temperature
Channel Islands;
As you can see the water temperature is running from 56 at San Miguel Island to 59 degrees on
the back side of Santa Cruz Island. There are lots of Lobsters.

Catalina Island;
Water visibility has been generally poor to fair. Water temperature is up to 59-61 degrees in
some areas. Some small YT and WSB have been caught and seen by fisherman.
San Clemente Island;
Water visibility has been blue 40-80’ but with the storms the water conditions may have
changed. There has been some YT off the west. Water temperature is generally around 58-60
degrees around most of the Island. Lots of small Lobster.
Cortez/Tanner Bank;
Water visibility has been blue with the water temperature around 57-59 degrees. A few Lobster
but not very productive as years past.

Off Shore surface water temperature

Santa Barbara Island;
Water visibility has been good but no reports yet. Water temperature is running around 58
degrees. Lots of Lobster here as well.
San Nicholas Island;
The water temperature is around 55-58 degrees. Some nice Lobster but slim pickings.
General water temperature overview;
While the water was warming early this year these storms may have cooled things off. I have
not been able to get a good water temperature read in the last two weeks because the storms and
heavy cloud cover has obscured the satellites from getting a good look. It is very likely that the
water temperature has gone down a little as a result of the last series of storms which have gone
through.
A reversal or a lower water temperature trend is not good for early game fish presence.

WHERE ARE THE FISH?

The above chart appears on the web site below. This chart indicates where the fisherman are
having some success. This chart shows San Clemente Island with Catalina Island in the
middle, LA harbor at the top middle and the PV peninsula on the top left.
http://www.pacificedgetackle.com/fishreport.aspx

Underwater Hunting Tips and hints of the Month
With the water warming early like this I expect the WSB season to start up very soon.
Remember the big female WSB tend to show first in smaller numbers.
If you have not inspected all your hunting equipment yet it’s time to do so. The WSB season is
right around the corner and you don’t want to get caught unprepared when the trophy fish
arrive. Repair all your hunting equipment now especially your gun. I usually go through all my
hunting gear, check for potential failures. Change rubbers if needed and do any upgrades if you
like.
I strip down my speargun and apply several coats of teak oil for a few days getting ready for the
spring WSB run and upcoming game fish season. Several teak oil coats will help to protect my
gun for another hunting season. It is a good idea to check every piece of hardware on your gun
for ware while you have it apart.

Helpful Success Hints for this month
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monitor your network very closely looking for evidence of the spring WSB run.
Watch the movement and presence of squid as WSB tend to show in the same areas.
Plot the best tides now so you know which days are the best for tides and currents.
Inspect all you hunting equipment and make necessary repairs.
Watch local marine weather patterns to identify an early break in this winter storm pattern
for a chance to go hunting.
Remember the early bird usually gets the worm.

Tides / Currents
Remember half moons tend to be the best tides and generally produce less current. Look at the
following tide days / tables for favorable conditions;
The following tide days should produce relatively favorable currents for underwater hunters.

Feb. 27th. – March 2nd.
Other good tides for the month
March 11th. – 13th.
March 20th. – 26th.
Tides and water movement have a great deal to do with where the fish are likely to be; this is
especially true with WSB. So pay close attention to the tides when planning your hunts.
Incoming or high tides usually produce the clearest water and is the best time to hunt when
swimming from shore or a coastline. Planning your hunt to combine the high tide with early
morning or late afternoon can be a very effective strategy.
Take some time to review a tide wave chart or calendar. Record times when current was
favorable and what part of the tide cycle it was. After comparing actual conditions with tide
wave charts or prediction you will get a good feel of what tides produce what currents and
where.

*PRODUCTS OF THE MONTH*
New Ultimate Carbon Rubber Fins

I designed these fins to solve a few problems with the high performance carbon fiber fins. I did
find in the last couple of year that the new composite fins have outstanding qualities that make
them superior to most other high performance fins currently on the market. I have listed the
problems I found and my solutions below.
1. Problem: NOISE; Carbon fiber fins seem to make a noise when kicking. I noticed this noise
might be offending very sensitive fish like White Sea bass and may be a problem when hunting
other species as well.
Solution: I laminated thin neoprene rubber over both sides of the carbon fiber blades to muffle
the noise. The result was totally silent fins.
2. Problem: STIFFNESS; Carbon fiber fins are designed to produce maximum power and to
produce that power they are made very stiff. There are varying grades of stiffness to fit different
and power demands.
Solution: I have an agreement with a company in Spain that make two different carbon fiber
blade grades. I use the softer blades as I feel they give me both power when diving deep and
don’t fatigue me after long hours of hunting. I offer both the stiff blades and the softer blades.

3. Problem: Foot pocket and comfort; I have found that many hunters have problems with foot
pockets fitting properly. It is extremely important to have a comfortable fin fit.
Solution: A variety of foot pocket options. I personally have found that the Tecknosport foot
pockets fit my foot and are comfortable for me. I use the 46-48 size foot pocket as I ware a size
12 shoe. I offer the Tecknosport foot pockets standard but I will build a pair of Carbon rubber
fins with any foot pocket for an additional nominal fee.
4. Problem: Foot pocket / blade separation; Most all foot pocket interchangeable fins tend to
separate between the blade and the foot pocket.
Solution: As you can see in the photo above I have secured the carbon fiber blades to the foot
pocket side rails in four places with double wrapped 250 lb. cord. This stops the blade from
separating from the foot pocket side rails.
I developed these Ultimate Carbon Rubber (UCR) hybrid fins to address many problems
associated with hunting highly sensitive fish species over long hours. I wanted a fin that produced
outstanding performance well while swimming on the surface as well as when diving deep. The
UCR fin above solved all the problems and performed much better than I expected. These fins
produce a wonderful balance of comfort, power silence and durability.
I offer these Ultimate Carbon Rubber hybrid fins as a special order, custom made to your
individual specification. The special order price of these fins will depend on each order however
the price will be much less than the Carbonprene fins. Please contact me at my e-mail address
for additional information regarding this product.

How to make your fin foot pockets fit better with
different sized booties
By: Terry Lentz
I don't know about you, but my fins don't always fit well when I change from one thickness of
bootie to another.
The fins I presently use were purchased for primary use with five mil booties but when I use
seven mil booties they are tight and painfully uncomfortable. To use these fins with both five and
seven mil booties I am going to first heat a quarter inch diameter stringer red hot and pierce a
hole about an inch above the portion of the fin where your toes come out of the foot pocket. I will
then cut with a scissors the top of the foot pocket down to the pierced hole. I'll mark with a ball
point pen four dots on either side the foot pocket, three/quarters of an inch away from the slice,
this for the four grommets that my canvas guy will place on either side of slice.
With the grommets installed and some line for "fin laces" my fins can be tightened or loosened to
fit whatever booties I may wear and be perfectly secure and comfortable for number of hours in
the water.

New Camouflaged/Colored Back Brace Weight Belts
Camouflaged Back Brace #6 Pouch WB
Lrg. HD D-Rings

Weight Pouches

Sml. HD D-Rings

Without Float
Bungee float straps

Lrg. Utility Float

With Float
Weight belts are made with quality durable materials for long ware and rugged use. The pouches are
made with two overlapping Velcro flaps for extra tight weight security. Each weight pouch will
accommodate 0-6 lb. soft or hard lead weights. The #5 pouch belt will carry up to 30 lb. of weight and
the #6 pouch belt will carry up to 36 lb.

Blue Water Camouflaged Back Brace #6 Pouch WB

Without Float

With Float

Bullet Proof Back Brace #6 Pouch Weight Belt

With Float
The bulletproof pouch weight belt is made with a 3/16th rubber back brace reinforced with three nylon
cord like your car tires. This belt is hand made and will last a lifetime of the most demanding dive and
hunting.

Custom ID engraving

Custom name engraving is available for a nominal charge. This engraving will assure your custom
weight belt will never get into someone else’s equipment bag.
Log onto my new web site at;
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/homex.php
Browse around and tell me what you think?

Again I encourage your participation in this report
***** Please send photos / stories *****
Underwater photos are especially nice
Last year was very successful in terms of having a great adventure with nature and the sea and
returning home safely. I hope you enjoyed the first year of the underwater hunters report. I hope
to make this second years report even better. Your suggestions are appreciated.

Happy Hunting
If you have any ideas or want to add anything to this report please contact me at 714-969-1681
or skiphellen@earthlink.net. I will keep your information as confidential as you wish.

Remember, the key is to be with the sea
Be safe, good luck and good hunting

Skip Hellen

